We consider the backreaction of the fundamental flavor degrees of freedom on the AdS5-Schwarz background, and calculate their contributions to the shear viscosity and jet-quenching parameter of the thermal quark-gluon plasma.
Introduction: From the RHIC experiments, the quark gluon plasma(QGP) produced in the relativistic heavy ion collision(RHIC) is strongly coupled in a wide temperature region. Thus, it is difficult to study this physics by the finite temperature perturbative QCD. How can one gain insight into the physics nonperturbatively? We must thank the anti-de Sitter/conformal field theory(ads/cft) correspondence [1] . In this holographic dual correspondence, the boundary N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills (SYM) theory in the large N c and 't Hooft coupling constant λ limit is dual to the ten dimensional supergravity. Actually, at high temperature, the confinement and chiral condensate in the thermal QGP of QCD will disappear. Therefore, the N = 4 SYM QGP can share some common dynamical properties with the thermal QCD quark gluon plasma. Accordingly, one can understand some features of the QGP produced in the RHIC through studying the N = 4 SYM QGP.
There are many properties of QGP in RHIC, such as the shear viscosity η, and the energy loss of partons moving through the QGP, described by the parameterq [2] can be studied by ads/cft. For example, in [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] , the shear viscosity is studied by this method, with the result that there exists a universal bound for the ratio between the shear viscosity and entropy density, η/s ≥ 1/4π. For the N = 4 SYM, this bound is saturated. In order to investigate the QCDlike theories, we need introduce fundamental flavors and break some supersymmetries. In a recent paper [9] , the authors considered the flavor branes' backreaction on the background, and compute the corresponding corrections(proportional to N f /N c at the leading order) to the shear viscosity.
For the jet-quenching parameter, reference [10] gives a nonperturbative definition through considering a lightlike wilson loop in the N = 4 SYM. The energy loss phenomenon of parton moving through the QGP is also studied by many other works [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 21] , [27] . In [14] , the author consider a marginal deformed N = 4 SYM theory, and find that the jet quenching parameter is dependent on the probing brane's position in the internal manifold. And in [19] based on the work [20] , some investigations about the contribution of fundamental flavors to the jet-quenching parameter are considered in a conformal window.
In this paper, we attempt to study the contribution of fundamental flavors to the shear viscosity and jet quenching parameter. In [22, 24] , using the so called AdS/QCD method, the authors constructed some holographic QCDlike models, which produce the linear confinement behavior of QCD theory. The five-dimensional gravity background of the holographic model in [22] is the deformed AdS 5 geometry with a dilaton field. While finite temperature generalization of this model is studied in [23] . If only the quadratic terms like F 2 in the effective action are considered, this model is phenomenologically equivalent to the one constructed in [24] , where the background is also AdS 5 -like, but with a constant dilaton and a different warp factor. Based on these AdS/QCD models, the author of [25] gives a holographic prediction about the critical temperature of the confinement/deconfinement phase transition.
If we consider a black hole generalization of the holographic models [22, 24] , then the boundary theory will be a finite temperature gauge theory. Thus we can use the gauge/gravity correspondence to investigate the properties of this thermal QGP. Motivated by [22, 23, 24] , we take the black hole background as follows
where the parameter ε is chosen to be in the region 0 ≤ ε ≤ c, c ≈ 0.45 Gev 2 , and R 4 = 4πg s N c α ′2 [28] . The Hawking temperature and entropy density of this background are
T with the
2 s α ′4 and T = 1/πz T . If ε = 0, then the geometry (1) will reduce to the AdS 5 -Schwarz metric, which means that the boundary theory is the thermal N = 4 SYM. However, if ε = c, it leads to the black hole generalization in [24] , and then we get the thermal QGP of this holographic model. Thus, the background (1) can connect the AdS 5 -Schwarz metric to the black hole generalization in [24] through varying the parameter ε. This implies that there may exist a RG flow [29] between the N = 4 SYM and the QCD-like model as conjectured in [18] . From the ten-dimensional string theory analysis, we know that, after introducing the flavor branes into the AdS 5 -Schwarz geometry, their backreaction will deform this geometry. So the shear viscosity will obtain corrections from these flavor branes, as investigated by [9] . By this motivation, in order to obtain the contributions of the fundamental flavors to some hydrodynamic properties of the dual non-Abelian plasma, in the following we will assume that the main origin of the deformation of the AdS 5 -Schwarz geometry is the backreaction of fundamental flavors, and ignore the contributions of the other degrees of freedom. Roughly, by this assumption, we think that we can get some relations between the fundamental flavors and the shear viscosity and jet-quenching parameter. Thus, if the ratio N f /N c → 0, then the parameter ε vanishes. This also means that the background will reduce to the AdS 5 -Schwarz geometry. Therefore, we suppose that the varying parameter ε is a function of the ratio N f /N c . And so we let this parameter be equal to
Thus, using the AdS/QCD method, the shear viscosity and jet-quenching parameter calculated in the background (1) will contain contributions from the fundamental flavors. In the latter part of this paper, we will calculate these quantities of the QGP following the routine of [3, 4, 5, 7] and [10] in the background (1) . After some analysis, we find that, compared with the result of the thermal N = 4 SYM, the correction is proportional to N f /N c . This result can deepen our understanding on the contribution of fundamental flavors on the shear viscosity and jet quenching parameter.
Finally, we will give some discussions and conclusions about our results. Shear viscosity: For a generic gravity background
the coordinates (x 0 , x) denote the four-dimensional spacetime of the holographic gauge theory, r is the transverse direction, and the other part in the metric isn't relevant to the shear perturbation. From the [6, 7] , the diffusion coefficient D of the QGP is
where the r 0 is the horizon of background (3). Thus, for the metric (1), the corresponding diffusion coefficient of the QGP is
Since the parameter ε is very small [30] , we can expand the above equation to the first order of the constant ε as
where we used the temperature T of AdS 5 -Schwarz black hole. Using the relation between the diffusion constant and the shear viscosity D = η/T ′ s, then we can get the ration between the shear viscosity η and the entropy density s as
Since ε > 0, the result in the equation (7) obviously satisfies the bound condition η/s ≥ 1/4π. The background (1) doesn't satisfy the conditions proposed in [7] , hence this ratio can't saturate the bound as same with the AdS 5 -Schwarz case. If letting ε = 0, it will reduce to the same value for N = 4 SYM in [3] . Hence the second term of the equation (7) comes from the contributions of the fundamental flavors. For the metric (1), the entropy density to the leading order ε is s =
T . Thus, from equation (7), we have
As the arguments in the introduction, we have obtained the relation between the parameter ε and the comparison N f /N c . Since the N f /N c is smaller than one, we can omit the high order terms of the N f /N c . Therefore, the ε can be approximate to a 1 N f /N c . Roughly, in the QCD-like side, we can choose N c = 3 and N f = 1, which means N f /N c = 1/3. And now the ε is equal to the constant c = 0.45 Gev 2 . Then we can fix the constant a 1 = 3c, and the parameter ε = 3cN f /N c . So the entropy density and shear viscosity read
And the ratio between the η and s is
Thus, we find that the corrections of the entropy density and shear viscosity compared with the results in the N = 4 SYM are all proportional to the N f N c , which is similar to the case in [9] for a fixed 't Hooft coupling constant. But the temperature dependence is different, here is proportional to T , however, in [9] , it is proportional to T 3 . And for the ratio η/s, through the analysis of the tendimensional string theory, the authors in [9] find that, to the leading order N f /N c , the ratio η/s does still saturate the bound condition as same as the N = 4 SYM. However, from the more holographic QCD-like model in the above, we find our result doesn't saturate the bound, and the correction is proportional to the parameter N f /N c . Or in other words, if omitting the high order terms correction about N f /N c , the ratio η/s is linear dependent on the N f /N c . so with varying N f /N c from 0 to 1/3, the N = 4 SYM will flow to the holographic QCD-like model in [22, 24] . And another interesting feature is this correction being temperature dependent on T −2 . If the temperature becomes large, then the correction will become smaller.
In the holographic model [22, 24] , i.e ε = c, or as above choosing N c = 3 and N f = 1, we get s = T , and
Using these equations, we can compare our results with the RHIC data. If choosing the temperature T = 300 Mev, then the shear viscosity and the ratio η/s are
From the RHIC data, the shear viscosity satisfies η < 0.35 Gev 3 , and 0 ≤ η/s ≪ 1. So in our results, the shear viscosity and the ratio η/s are all in the region of the RHIC data. Jet quenching parameter: The jet-quenching parameter of the holographic model [22, 24] was investigated in [26] , [31] , however, we still give some calculations in order to conveniently discuss about the corrections to the jet-quenching parameter from the fundamental flavor degrees. In the light cone coordinates, the metric (1) becomes
and the other parts are same as in the metric (1). Choosing the gauge τ = X − , σ = X 2 , z = z(σ), and substituting the induced metric of the fundamental string into the Nambu-Goto action, we get
And the equation of motion of z(σ) is
where the B is an integral constant. Choosing the following boundary condition z(σ = ± L 2 ) = 0, and z ′ (σ = 0) = 0, then the turning point will be at z = z T or z = (
In the following, we consider the z = z T case. Since the parameter ε is very small, then the length of string in the background (13) to the leading order is
where the γ 2 = 1−B, a = √ πΓ( . Using the definition R 2 /α ′ = √ λ, and the condition LT ≪ 1 of the wilson loop, then, to the leading order ε, the difference between the action (14) and the self-energy of the fundamental string reads
By the nonperturbative definition of the jet- [10] , the jet-quenching parameter to the leading order iŝ
Thus, to be compared with the N = 4 SYM,q = In the above, we have fixed the parameter ε = 3cN f /N c . Thus, through substituting into the equation (18), the jet-quenching parameter can be rewritten aŝ
Thus, we can see that the last term comes from the contribution of the fundamental flavors. And it is proportional to the ratio N f /N c . If N f = 0, then it will reduce to the case of the N = 4 SYM QGP. The temperature dependent of this correction is linear, so if increasing the temperature, then the correction will become large. But, due to the power three temperature dependence of the first term in the equation (19) , the full jet quenching parameter also becomes large. Since this correction is negative, the jet quenching parameter will be smaller than that of the thermal N = 4 SYM. So this result provides an evidence to support the conjecture proposed in [18] , which state the jet quenching parameterq of nonconformal theories always decreases along renormalization group trajectories. In our case, we can consider the parameter ε or N f /N c as a varying scale. Then the jet quenching parameterq can flow from the N = 4 to the QCD-like models by varying the parameter ε. We can give a comparison with the RHIC data. Choosing the N c = 3, N f = 1 and λ = 6π as same in [10] , then, for the temperature T = 300 Mev, T = 400 Mev and T = 500 Mev, the first term in the equation (19) is same as in the [10] . And the second term which comes from the contributions of the fundamental flavors is 0. [22, 23, 24] can produce many interesting properties of the QCD. The gravity backgrounds of these models are AdS 5 -Schwarz-like. We proposed that the reason of deformation of the AdS 5 -Schwarz geometry is the different degrees of freedom of QCD relative to the N = 4 SYM, mainly the fundamental flavors. Then the parameter ε describing the deformation, to leading order, will be proportional to the N f /N c . So in this deformed AdS 5 -Schwarz background, we can calculate the contributions of fundamental flavors to the shear viscosity and jet quenching parameter.
For corrections to the shear viscosity η and the ratio η/s, the N f and N c dependence is all the same as that obtained by [9] . In the above, the temperature dependence is linear for the shear viscosity, and T −2 for the ratio η/s. Obviously, they are different from that in [9] . After comparing with the RHIC data, we find our results for the holographic QCD-like model are completely in the range of experiment value. For the jet quenching parameter of the thermal QGP, the correction from the fundamental flavors is proportional to N f /N c as the ratio η/s. While the temperature dependence is linear, which is the same as that of shear viscosity. Since this correction is negative, the jet quenching parameter is smaller than that of the N = 4 SYM. Hence it is an evidence supporting the conjecture proposed by [18] .
From our results for the ratio η/s and the jet quenching parameterq, we see that the parameter ε or N f /N c is something like a scale. By varying the parameter ε or N f /N c , the N = 4 SYM will flow to the holographic QCD-like models.
